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Introduction
Throughout recent history, art and science have been considered opposites.
Art with its subjectivity, inspired in human experiences and emotions, and
science with its objective exactitude, looking to measure and explain the
phenomena that create the universe. Today an awakening in consciousness
can be perceived, in the sense of considering the possibilities of joining these
fields, and understand them both not as opposite but as complements that use
different methodologies to define truths and present them to humanity.
The Art and Science LAB is born from this awakening, proposing to use art
as a means to promote a widespread understanding of scientific enquiry, and
simultaneously inspire the artist to work with the enriching content that science
offers and find new ways of exhibiting it. The world is suffering from the
separation between humans and nature, lost in development and civilisation,
and the LAB is playing with the possibilities that art and science offer together
to reunite people with specific knowledge that can improve their way of living
and that of the planet.
The “travesía” or journey that Dr. Viviana Morales and artist Roman Florez
experienced is one beautiful example of potential synergies between art and
science, both on an aesthetic level, as well as pedagogical and even spiritual.
Through the science of color, with each stroke of natural dye, they were able to
infuse into the hearts of various communities, a sense of wonder and memory
that exists in the infinite spectrum of each leaf that surrounds us.
Ana Berta Carrizo
FundAHrte
LAB Facilitator
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RESEARCH
“Development of techniques for the sustainable management and storage of dyeing
extracts from promissory species in the Province of Chiriqui.”
by Dr. Viviana Morales Villamonte
The use of natural dyes goes back many
centuries, and in the American continent
various dyeing processes for textiles have been
implemented since the pre-Columbian era.
This study proposes to describe the steps for
obtaining natural dyes, as well as to establish
the period of time that such dyes remain fixed
on a given material.
We can extract dyes from almost all species
in the plant kingdom, be it from leaves, stems,
roots, fruits or flowers, from which we can
obtain colors such as red, blue, yellow, green
and black. By mixing these extracts with natural
acid or alkaline solutions such as lemon juice or
natural lye, we can vary their shades and tones,
generating new colors.

we do a revision of the traditions and practices
around plant use in the region, via bibliographic
references and surveys to the local inhabitants.
We collect and identify the species in the
UNACHI herbarium, to then take them to
CIPNABIOT, the lab where we give dry them,
extract and store the dyes, for future application
and evaluation on surfaces such as paper,
wood and textiles.
As part of the study, we promote a series of
creative workshops that create value for natural
resource management, respect and protection
of the raw material from which the dyes are
obtained. In addition to their artistic application,
these dyes can be used for food and beauty
products, to add color and substitute artificial
pigments, providing healthy options that
improve our quality of life.

The exercise of searching for colors in nature
is endless, given the abundance of existing
flora. To select a dyeing species to research,
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TRAVESIA
by Román Flórez M.
The extraction of natural dyes using promissory plants present in diverse
regions of the Panamanian territory, as the main axis of Dr. Viviana Morales’
scientific research, suggests a great variety of concepts that are linked to
environmental conservation, responsible intervention in natural landscapes
and critical perspectives on the importance of placing value on our natural
resources.
Travesía - or journey in English - makes a simple proposition with the
intention of transmitting the essence of the scientific research: to take distance
from artificial pigments and use natural dye extracts that are present in the
landscape’s flora, to then represent this through drawings that sublimate their
oscillating personality between frailty and strength. The artwork resorts to
different resources for its consolidation: memory as main input for the reconnection with that which is observed -- territory turned landscape through
the eye of the glance --, the act of extracting dyes using promissory plants
as an invitation to advance towards good ecologic practices; and finally, the
permanent recording of personal reflections and observation exercises in a
diary, halfway between rigour and debauchery.
In this way, the work develops in four episodes articulated through the walker’s
experience of observation, his process of construction of the concept of
landscape, the way he structures the knowledge obtained from studies made
by a woman scientist and the strategies he uses to narrate from various angles
his transversus:
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Detail of the process notebooks
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Episode I
De la línea, el suelo.

Psycho-geographic map and
natural dyes extracted from
promissory plants on watercolour
paper. Dimensions: 1.90 m x
0.90 m
As a great synthesis of the hike
through the territory, this moment
of the work traces on a paper
surface, a line drawn during the
walk that the observer takes
through the Los Quetzales Trail,
which joins the towns of Cerro
Punta and Boquete. A significant
natural scenery for the inhabitants
of the area that represents a
great part of the richness and
biodiversity of this region of
Chiriqui. This drawing calls on
the notion of psycho-geography
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- focused on natural landscape
- where the traveller constructs
his own cartography based on
his perceptions, emotions and
memories inspired by the path.
This is how the trace of the path
appears on the paper surface
over an immense topography,
the identification of plants for a
potential dye extraction, viewing
of landscapes mentioned by
others and new landscapes
named by the observer,
the encounter with colour,
drawings and other extended
informations, such as captures
of the surrounding sound for its
online reproduction.
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Episode II
Volver.

45 drawings, 2 texts and 3
monoprints.
Natural dyes extracted from
promissory plants on watercolour
paper.
Dimensions: 15.5 x 23 cm each.
-Verde clorofila (Green
Chlorophyl) . Video.
Duration 1:47:00 min. loop.
The notebook is an indispensable
tool for the walker who draws,
for in it he gathers graphically all
the scenes that are fundamental
to understand that which is
seen. This episode calls on that
narrative language, but separates
the pages of the notebook into a
reticular composition installed on
a wall, which allows for a global
reading of all the drawings made,
go straight to the peculiarities
of detail and access the way in
which another person sees. It
is an open invitation to connect
with the images of an unknown
landscape or find points in
common with territories that tie
into the reader’s memory. It is
also a graphic testimony of the
discovery of color in the places’s
flora and the reduction of its
essence made point, line, plane,
pattern, background, form and
figure.
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Episode I - De la línea, el suelo (From the line, the ground)
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Episode II - Volver (Return)
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Episode III
Extract: Curious manual for
making of natural dyes.

Natural dyes extracted from
promissory plants on watercolour
paper.
23 x 200 cm
The technical knowledge
developed from scientific
language used to describe
the extraction of colour from
promissory plants is gathered
in this episode, where simple
extraction methods are suggested,
as well as plant recognition and
their colouring characteristics,
colour tests and fundamental data
to be initiated into the world of
natural dyeing. It is in this space
that scientific rigour is most
present and where the viewer has
the possibility to project various
ways of applying the material. For
this reason, the spacial disposition
of this guide is fundamental
to highlight its relevance, its
installation on an island allows for
its contemplation from multiple
angles. The guide will increase
in value if the reader decides to
follow it, feed it or subvert it.
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EpisodE IV
Diario de las cosas no menos
importantes (Diary of things
not less important)

Notes, drawings and other
accounts on a paper notebook.
Variable dimensions (video
piece).
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If science and art have something
in common it is their legitimate
right to uncertainty. This diary
is proof of this, as it registers
the random way that all sorts
of information related with
the project was documented
over many days: from colour
tests, passing through informal
interviews with locals, to personal
fantasy and nonsensical notes. It
is a document full of freedom, and
kind of experimental space where
the observer has unloaded a great
part of his process of personal
transformation, product of his
creative process and interest in
understanding and communicating
the language of science through
his artistic practice.
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View of the installation Travesía (Journey) in the Muta Space of the MAC - Contemporary Art Museum.
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ExperienCE
Viviana Morales
As a scientist, working with artists became an innovative experience that has allowed
me to see art from another perspective, not only as a viewer, but as an apprentice of
a process in which the artist aimed to communicate what we call a scientific project
in a more tangible way, with an audience without age, titles or gender.
Estudio Nuboso, with the Art and Science LAB, provided a scenario for the artist
and the scientist to exchange roles and awaken their senses. The LAB connects both
disciplines to transmit a message that presents the concept in friendlier way, without
losing scientific rigour, making it provocative, curious and bringing it closer to people;
becoming, more than a topic of conversation, a gift con consciousness.
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Viviana sharing knowledge druing the sharing in the
Artisan Market of Volcan (above); at the workshop in
the Volcan Highschool (left).
Photo of processes during Week 1 in Gamboa.
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Román Flórez M.
Almost thirty nights later
I once heard that the most interesting part of travel is not the beginning or the end, but
what is in the middle. This experience of co-living with a group of strangers working
on a project that is as intense as it is transformative, in the widest sense of the word,
approaches this notion of travel. I have the feeling that, just like me, the others were
also transformed. I noticed it in their greetings in the morning, in the spices of the food
they prepared. One ends up weaving affections with the simple act of listening and
experimenting the pleasure of being heard.
I am surprised with how invisible everyone’s age becomes. The three scientists, with
a wide experience in the classroom, the lab and life, paired with young artists anxious
to learn more about the universe of chemistry and experience it all. Fruitful working
teams, because we were both being fed by curiosity, each from our perspectives. We
have a lot in common, as Dr. Viviana said: we love the vertigo of foreseeing events.
All of this enabled us to establish a healthy negotiation of different ways of knowing
- on the one hand laughter, making mistakes and enjoyment did not require much
mediation; we all offered it with complete gratitude.
I value the silence profoundly, but it must be said that one thing is to value it and
another is to experience it in the depth of the retreat. To live surrounded by forest, eat
a bit of forest, smell the forest - smell like a forest - y to see it through the window
while working was perhaps one of the most intimate moments of my overall process
within the LAB. Silence moves and overwhelms any mind. I had not thought about it
until now, the great influence silence has on the stroke, by paradoxically endowing it
with sound each time it slides on the surface.
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I think that this intention of communicating
science through art is a symbiotic process,
that can establish a delicate equilibrium that
can help to domesticate the egos that each
discipline may cultivate, almost unconsciously
- a sort of therapy to learn about the virtues
of gentleness. I also believe that to contemplate
the power of nature, be it with something as
simple as the colour of its extracts to give them a
use, has a strong weight of social responsibility
in the measure that we seek to communicate
to people that they are surrounded by a
endless number of universes; we cannot allow
ourselves to pass through them without being
moved internally.
Almost thirty nights after the LAB started I
discovered that returning is as interesting as
the trajectory of traveling somewhere, for two
simple reasons. In the first place, it implies a
physical disconnection with everything that
was experienced in community, knowing the
possibility exists to maintain the connections
even in distance; and secondly, because
returning contains the extract of this entire
process - that at home, the embrace of a loved
one awaits me and that in that moment, with
the simple gesture of one body coming close
to another, I will have the opportunity to share
the most important thing I learned on this
adventure: how valuable people are.

Durante la caminata del Sendero Los Quetzales (arriba)
Taller en el Colegio Secundario de Volcán y los dibujos de los estudiantes (abajo)
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BIograPHIES
Viviana Morales Villamonte
Panamá,1965. PhD in Chemistry with a Master’s
Degree in Environmental Education and a Degree in
Higher Education. Professor of organic chemistry in
the Chemistry Department, Universidad Autónoma de
Chiriquí (UNACHI), since 1990. Conducts research in
the Center for Investigation of Natural Products and
Biotechnology (CIPNABIOT) as part of the SENACYT
program to advance research, education, innovation
and technology. Is author and coauthor of more than 70
papers presented in national and international scientific
congresses on the subject of isolation, identification
and potential application of the secondary metabolites
present in promissory plants, as well as studies on
contamination and environmental education.

Román Flórez M.
Colombia, 1983. Is architect, museologist, and draftsman.
In 2007 won the the Colombian Architectural Society
National Architecture Student prize and was selected
to represent the University of La Salle of Colombia in
the contest Archiprix International 2009. Nominated for
the Steel Pencil Prize 2011 in the category of Ephemeral
Architecture for his museum design project “View from
the Photographer’s Lens: Colombian Landscapes.”
Selected in the Museum of Contemporary Art of Bogotá
National Drawing Competition in 2014. Has collaborated
in academic publications in education, design and
architecture as author and illustrator. His professional
career encompasses research and university education
in the Schools of Architecture in Colombia and Panamá,
as well as the development of a rigorous investigation
and artistic practice in the world of drawing.
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www.estudionuboso.org

